
Advanced Head Protection With Helmet LED Light AU-C04

The advantages of helmet led light:

1. it's super lightest, only 220g, and well-ventilated,

2. Beetle animals helmet struction, fixed beetle shape and special attractive design.

3. in-mould technology: seamless , when the helmet by the impact , the entire helmet uniform force,

4.Thicken PC shell ,protection would be sharply increased.

5.High density gray EPS material, light weight, Shock resistance,provide reliable protection .

6.with patent adjustment headlock buckle , PA webbing, washable pads, detachable visor.
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7.Lining Pad equipped with hot-pressing technology.

8. Certification: CE-EN1078 certified for impact protection.

Specification of off road helmet light：

Vents: 6

Weight: 320g

Material: PC+EPS in-mold technology 

Patented adjustment with LED light

Nylon chin strap & ITW buckle

 

Detail pictures of fast helmet light:
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We can accept the personalized helmet components based on your favorite, no
need extra cost and open new mold.









 



European Headform:

An Oval shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is considerably fit for Europeans

Generic headform:

A generic headform helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is slightly longer front-to-back than its side-
to-side measurement.

Asian headform:

A Round shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is condierably fit for Asians.

We have strict quality management system in each step of the production process. And will keep each helmet in mass
production will be strictly according to the quality and design of the pre-production sample.  



 

Even though we have considered every necessary elements to enhance the body structure in design, but we still use the
professional equipments to inspect every aspects of our product! Our advanced in-house testing lab was built according to
EN1078, EN397, EN12492, CPSC, etc. testing requirements. Before our mass production or send it to third-party testing
organization, we check the quality ourselves & make sure they are qualified!





 

We provide a wide rang of payment terms. You can choose the best method to fulfill the payment. In order to improve the
shipping efficiency & reduce the cost, we have built a long relationship with international shipping companies & big shipping
agents. According to your helmet order quantity & shipping requirements, we can provide you the best suggestion &
assistance.Make every step with us secure & satisfied!





>>>Well-trained & experienced technicians can reply your inquiries in English promptly
>>>Go-to-meetings provided during specific project discussions
>>>Provide you our expertise in engineering and product development to reach optimum production
>>>Confidential lab gives protection to your projects from any exposure damage
>>>Very accurate and powerful 3D printing & hand moulding
>>>Will provide you previews of your prototype to ensure satisfaction
>>>Full scale quality inspection during every production stages
>>>Accurate shipping commitment
>>>Superior after-sale service
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